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B. GUINDON J D.G. GOODENOUGH, P.M. TEILLET
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ABSTRACT IN LIEU OF MANUSCRIPT

ABSTRACT
Approximately one half of Canada's
marketable forests are located in mountainous areas.
If this vital resource
is to be monitored using high resolution
satellite and airborne sensors, topographic information must be incorporated
into image analysis procedures.
For the past two years, research has
been on-going at the Canada Centre for
Remote Sensing into the integration of
digital terrain models with imagery for
the purposes of estimating timber volume
and energy. This paper describes the
principal components of our processing
scheme with particular emphasis on the
use of elevation, slope and aspect data.

b) Masks have been used to improve class
statistics by eliminating corrupted
pixels, such as shadow and SAR layover
pixels, and to limit image areas over
which classification is carried out.
Finally, the timber volume for an
area covered by imagery can be estimated
with the aid of the classified image if
the average timber volume per unit ground
surface area is known for each class. In
mountainous areas, problems can arise
because the two dimensional image projection of the terrai~ does not accurately
reflect the total ground surface extent.
This can be overcome by applying a pixel
correction factor based on surface slope
information.
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Imagery is first rectified to a map
grid with the aid of a digital elevation
model (DEM) (Guindon et al. 1980, Teillet
et al. 1980). ~orrected imagery is
desirable as both topographic and auxiliary informat~on are map based.
The DEM and sensor flight pa·th
parameters can also be used to generate
masks which accurately delineate areas
of shadow and layover. Such areas can
be extensive on both airborne and satellite SAR imagery and must be excluded
from further analysis.
Terrain data has been incorporated in
the image classification process in two
ways:
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a) Elevation, slope and aspect have
been found to be useful features
in forest specie discrimination
and have, therefore, been treated
as additional features in maximum likelihood classification.
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